


Every business is facing a complex
enemy that is smart, fast, and ever-
changing. 

This asymmetrical cyber warfare is
disorienting since an attack can come from
anywhere – outside, inside, duped employee, or
under-secured, unknowing vendor.
 
CyberCompass helps businesses fight cyber
warfare with a different, holistic effective
approach across the business ecosystem.

We deliver the expertise, guidance, and tools to
understand cyber warfare tactics, pinpoint your
vulnerabilities, maximize your capabilities, and
provide cost-effective responses to survive and
thrive. 

“On the other side of a storm is the
strength that comes from having

navigated through it. 
               Raise your sail and begin.”                  

– Gregory S. Williams

We don’t just build the latest
cybersecurity defense.  

We help you create a culture that
understands, no matter the cyber-
attack you face,  you have the
resilience to continue on better and
stronger.



Prepared vs. Negligent 

Being prepared means  a strong
understanding of risks or threats, how they
will be addressed, and how they can be
avoided.  Knowing your cyber risk will help
navigate uncertainty. 

Cyber risk management empowers you to
absorb a breach without your business
losing its reputation, resources, and suffering
a significant, devastating financial loss.

Accelerate vs. Hinder

Cybersecurity and compliance should focus
on enabling the operations to achieve
business objectives. 

Security that is in-your-face or over-the-top
can generate obstacles, especially if it gets
in the way of employees as they try to do
their jobs.

Advance vs. Repeat  

For your business to scale, you need your
cybersecurity  and compliance
efforts  focused on  solving  the problem
once and making it a standard operating
procedure (i.e. second nature). 

Your business can then  focus on high-
value work rather than fixing the same
issue over and over.

How Cyber Resilience
Accelerates Your Business Growth

Proactive vs. Reactive

An effective cybersecurity and
compliance program proactively
anticipates and goes on the offense.

 IT and security teams have more time to
focus on strategic activities that support
the detection and mitigation of potential
threats, instead of putting out fires.

39
Every 39 seconds a
cyber attack occurs

 

67% 
breaches are
human error

86%
businessses do not

have cybersecurity and
compliance program



Cyber resilience is not a destination; 
it’s a journey.  

 

You need the navigational power to move your business from high risk
to high-performing across your business ecosystem. We provide the expertise
to advance your business’ cyber maturity quickly, guiding you through each
level  to increase your confidence across people, processes, technology and
vendors.

Change what you can. 
               Manage what you can't.              

 



 CyberCompass 
and internationa
as CCPA, GDPR,
NYDFS 500 NAI

Helping Your Business 
Survive and Thrive

CyberCompass 
supports

industries such
as insurance,
healthcare,

legal,
accounting,

motion picture,
real estate,
biomedical,
supply chain
services, and
technology.

Custom Guidance: 
The right leadership to build your cyber resilience,
tailored to your organization and industry
regulations.

In-depth Experience: 
Army of talent that has been in the trenches that
can navigate you through complex and dynamic
situations.

Holistic Plan and Protection: 
360-degree battle plan across your entire business
ecosystem.

High Speed Response: 
Vulnerabilities pinpointed, risk reduced by 50% and
business continuity plans in place in less than 90
days.

Affordable: 
Our CyberCompass pricing starts at one-third the
price of a full-time employee.

“Our company went from 14% to 85%
compliant in less than 90 days.”



Inform by pinpointing and analyzing your risk

Apply with actions to  reduce and manage a cyber risk across your
business ecosystem - people, processes, technology, and vendors.

 
 

CyberCompass covers your business ecosystem across workforce,
regulations and frameworks, technology, and vendors.

Information + Application =
Resilience 

“They saved us from a hefty fine and loss of
confidence from our customers. "



CyberCompass Calibrator components correct
issues reducing risks and vulnerabilities.
Providing the knowledge to perform at the
highest level to build a cyber resilience culture
and quickly remediate to reduce risk.  

These components deliver the confidence so you
know your business performs at the highest level
before, during, and after a breach. 

Risk Management   
Business Impact Analysis 
Contingency  IT Security   
Workforce Security  Cybersecurity Incident
Response  Breach Response  
Internal Compliance  
Pandemic Response  
Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC Plan) 
 Remote Workforce Survival Guide NEW! Improve your
remote workforce security with a comprehensive guide
and checklists for newly created working
environments.  

Prioritized and Vulnerabilities Risk
Management 
Register to track all issues identified in
assessments  

Complete set of Cybersecurity
Strategic/Business Continuity plans:
Our plans help your business with cohesive forethought
and proper response for pre-breach, during a breach and
after a breach. 

Updated Policies and Procedures 
We offer complete, up-to-date sets of policies and
procedures that can be customized or utilize our pre-built
templates to personalize them to your organization.  

Vendor Compliance Management 
On-demand ability to document vendors' appropriate
contractual agreements to obligations meet security
requirements and proper certifications.

CyberCompass Surveyor components identify
and prioritize risks and vulnerabilities.  

CyberCompass provides a wide variety of
vulnerability scans, testing, and standards-
based assessments across your business
ecosystem.

External Penetration Testing 
Operating System Vulnerabilities and Compliance
scans 
Network Vulnerability Scans 
Web Application Vulnerabilities Scans 
Static Application Security Testing  

Agreement/Contract Review and Audit for legal and
financial protection 
Due Diligence Assessments 
Merger and Acquisitions Assessments
Vendor Verification Assessments for exposures
with third parties

Remote Workforce Risk 
Assess your remote workforce, including contractors
and vendors, on their cyber hygiene, firewall, and
internet speed.   

 
Technology Risk 
Extensive scans and testing available to pinpoint
vulnerabilities with your IT infrastructure 

 

Security Risk  
Complete one assessment across multiple information
security and privacy standards, regulations, and
frameworks such as CCPA, CIS-20, CMMC, GDPR,
HIPAA, FISMA, FIRPA, ISO 27001,NIST 171, NAIC
668, NY DFS 500, Trust Partner Network, etc.  Please
refer to cybercompass.io for a complete list. 

 

 3rd Party /Vendor Risk
 Assess if your vendors are informed and complying
with the security and privacy standards, regulations
and frameworks that your business must adhere to,
and  proper breach notification requirements in place. 

 

Custom  
Customize an assessment to meet your specific
requirements, such as: HIPAA and GDPR to meet both
requirements CCPA and CIS-20 to meet the CCPA
requirements. Plus

CyberCompass Academy delivers complete cyber
awareness security training  and phishing simulation with
bulit-in learning management systems.   It helps create a
culture of cyber resilience with accountability.



CyberCompass Gives You
Confidence and Assurance

At-a-glance dashboards 
Intuitive, easy to use 
Turn-key project management  
Seamless collaboration with the ability to assign tasks and send reminder emails
Encrypted Smart Vault to easily upload your documentation for a body of evidence
On-line help support and expert guidance for cybersecurity, information security, and
privacy compliance

CyberCompass provides the tools and expertise·     

 "Superior product with caring support."



 
CyberCompass offers the flexibility to meet your budget wherever you
are in building your cybersecurity and compliance program.  

Virtual Team: Leaders and Experts
Simplify Your Journey

Our seasoned Commander and virtual team lead and manage your company to build a
cybersecurity and compliance program quickly and affordably, achieving cyber resilience. 
Our team includes a virtual chief information security officer (CISO), chief compliance
officer (CCO), and chief privacy officer (CPO).

Our proficient Navigator guides your team to build a cybersecurity and compliance
program faster and more affordable than going it alone so you can achieve cyber
resilience.

Our Vulnerability Management Services provide you the information you need to
understand vulnerabilities in your technology and workforce. Quarterly scans, easy to
ready reports and expert guidance will empower you to manage your risk.



port scan to assess remote workforce home internet security
internet speed test to pinpoint productivity
operating system verification to ensure secure supported computers

Cyber security tips and education provided as employees take the survey
Results compiled and prioritized from high to low risk
Ability to send on-demand or quarterly surveys to monitor improvements
Implement remote cyber awareness online training and employee progress tracking

Get Remote Workforce Security Assurance
 

CyberCompass, a best in class cloud-based cyber risk management platform, allows you to identify
vulnerabilities and cyber hygiene behaviors within your remote employees and contractors. You can
quickly correct them and gain continual assurance. 

It delivers the automation that most IT departments do not have the time or resources to assess and
manage.

 
This latest enhancement provides insights into the remote environment, such as:

 
CyberCompass goes beyond cybersecurity defense and builds a culture of cyber resilience. Rapidly
determine your remote workforce's cyber hygiene. Quickly provide on-demand training so they can
improve their protection of customer data in a remote environment.

 
When you activate your CyberCompass Remote Workforce Security Account, you get:
Pre-built employee survey that takes less than 15 minutes to complete and less than 20 minutes to set
up

All for less than a cup a coffee per employee per month

Add a subheading

Which remote employee is NOT protecting your customer data?



Includes 10 plans such as Incident and Breach Response

On-demand dashboard to track progress

12 month subscription to CyberCompass platform

Cybersecurity Awareness Training

Phishing Simulations with additional training support

Prioritized Roadmap (Risk Management Plan)

Updated Policies and Procedures
Business Continuity and Strategic Plans

Vendor Compliance Management

Remote Workforce Survey

External Network Penetration Testing 

Web Application Penetration Testing

Dark Web Scan

Operating System Vulnerability & Compliance Scan

Network Vulnerability Scan

Security/ Privacy Risk Assessments*

Vendor Compliance Survey

Guided Assistance

Chief Information Security Officer

Chief Compliance Officer

Chief Privacy Officer

Virtual Team Leader Guidance for 12 Months

Pinpoint Risks and Vulnerabilities

Affordable Cyber Resilience Solutions

Reduce Risk and Build Cyber Resilience

Copyright CyberCompass® 2021. All information subject to change

*Includes two regulations with option for additional as needed. Regulations covered in
CyberCompass include CCPA, CIS-20, CMMC, FFEIC, FISMA, FERPA, GLB, GDPR, HIPAA,
NIST 171, NYDFS Reg 500, NAIC 668, PCI-DSS, Trusted Partner Network Certification

Explorer
Quarterly 

vulnerability
management service

Navigator
Low cost option to
start reducing risks

Commander
Complete, ongoing,

managed cyber
resilience service

Templates

Templates

Customized

Customized

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

On-demand incident response

On-demand breach/audit response

If needed

If needed

If needed

If needed

Contact us today for a
custom quote



https://cybercompass.io

http://www.cybercompass.io/

